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Telephone Interconnect (RBX)



Challenge
North Mara mine is a large gold mine in the north of
Tanzania run by Barrick Gold. They have deployed a
facility wide MOTOTRBO network for their security
personnel, engineers and miners. The staff often need to
make contact with personnel in other Barrick locations,
and with the mine being very remote GSM coverage is
very poor. Not only are calls frequently dropping and
failing to be established, the company incurs high

monthly costs due to their cellular bills. Despite the
investment the customer was putting into their cellular
devices, workers were still faced with a constant battle to
communicate outside of the mine. North Mara mine was
looking for a solution that would allow their staff to make
calls out via the telephony network without having to rely
on the GSM network.

Solution
Leveraging your MOTOTRBO radio network
                         The customer had already deployed a
                         MOTOTRBO network with two repeaters
                         connected over IP Site Connect. The
                         customer had several hundred radios
roaming freely between these two sites. Teldio provided
the RBX +Plus solution to enhance their MOTOTRBO
network by enabling advanced PBX connectivity to the
radios. This cutting edge PBX integration application for
MOTOTRBOs places software onto each radio by
installing Motorola’s expansion card with the Teldio
firmware loaded onto it. This provides the radio user with
a simple and intuitive mobile phone-like menu allowing
them to easily dial phone numbers just as they would
from a mobile phone. This software brings advanced
telephony features right to the radio including caller ID,
call transfer and speed dialling. Teldio’s core RBX

software is then loaded onto a server in the customer’s
server room, and provided a direct SIP trunk link to their
Cisco Call Manager PBX.

The RBX assigns a phone number for each radio, allowing
radio users to be contacted the same way that regular
phone users are. As the radios roam around the mine they
are constantly scanning Teldio’s radio channels and are
immediately notified of any incoming calls. Should more
than one radio wish to make a phone call at the same
time, the RBX has been designed in such a way that it
can handle up to 6 concurrent telephone conversations
per server.
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Teldio has enabled the workers in North Mara mine (Tanzania) to
contact staff on any of the mining facility’s locations, free from
unreliable coverage and high monthly costs of the GSM network.



Deployment Overview
Practical solutions for safety, security and situational
awareness
IP Site Connect enables workers to roam from all
connected site locations, while never losing their radio
connection. Teldio’s RBX +Plus ensures that they continue
to have full functionality of their radio, wherever they are
located within the radio network. Employees located at
the Head Quarters can easily communicate with workers
who carry radios via their radio extensions, and vice versa.
From their radio handsets, workers can call internal or
outside numbers, giving full functionality to their
MOTOTRBOs. The corporate phone network becomes
virtually expanded to areas unreachable by the mobile
network, eliminating the risks of dead zones. RBX +Plus
also automatically scans all radio channels to listen for
incoming calls. Workers need not worry about missing
communications because they are on the wrong channel.

The RBX+Plus provides worker safety by providing staff
with a reliable tool to communicate with anyone,
anywhere, anytime. Asset and employee security is also
augmented by increasing the efficiency of communication
and decreasing overall response times. This
communication solution empowers workers with real-time
communication so that they can respond to any situation
they encounter. Best of all, this solution can be
implemented at a fraction of the cost of maintenance
and service fees of mobile communication networks. 
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Teldio worked closely with the dealer to install what was
a very complex system, providing on-site support and
training to ensure the system was configured exactly to
the customer’s specifications. The staff employed on the
site can now roam between repeaters and use their radios
just as they did before, but now with the powerful addition
of Teldio’s RBX software running on each radio. The
customer can now dispose of all of their cellular devices,
meaning it will only take a matter of months to see a
return on their investment in a Teldio RBX +Plus platform.

Results
Communicating from radios anytime, anywhere  
The customer is now able to dispose of their cellular
devices, saving large amounts of money on monthly tariff
costs. The Teldio RBX +Plus solution has allowed their
mobile workforce to contact other staff members, no
matter where they are on the site. The simplicity of the
user interface means the transition to this new technology
has happened with minimal supervision. Teldio’s RBX
+Plus solution has allowed the customer to scale the
system up so that it can handle up to 6 simultaneous
phone calls to and from the radios, meaning the customer
can be confident their call will get through.

The corporate phone network becomes virtually expanded to areas
unreachable by the mobile network, eliminating the risks of dead
zones.


